VMMC BEHAVIORAL FRAMEWORK

Lessons from Qualitative & Quantitative Market Research
This document is designed to help implementing partners in (15 sub-Saharan) countries understand men’s attitudes to VMMC and to equip Implementing Partners with the means to convert intent to circumcise into action, and how they can go about converting those that haven’t taken action. This document has three key purposes:

**Content & knowledge required to use the accompanying demand generation tool kit**

This document is organized into 2 sections - context and framework, each with their own navigation on the right side of the page. This entire document is intended to be read prior to using the demand generation tool kit. Initially it is best read in linear fashion from start to finish. Subsequently it may be used as a quick reference guide while using the demand generation tool kit.

**Background on methodology and behavior change framework**

The context section provides a single comprehensive view of men’s VMMC experience generated from multiple research efforts. It provide an overview of context, research methodologies and behavior change framework objectives that feed into this view.

**Holistic view of demand generation and VMMC conversion**

The framework section frames the challenge of demand generation and VMMC conversion holistically. By framing a man’s experience from becoming aware of VMMC, to believing that it is beneficial for him and actually becoming circumcised, IPs will transition from singular strategies such as campaigns to holistic, coordinated interventions across mass media, IPC, services, etc. No single intervention will trigger a man to circumcise, but rather a series of interventions that help him move through his experience.
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There has been relative strong success in generating demand and circumcising boys between the age of 10 and 14.

However, demand generation remains a challenge with older males (15-29)

- There is shift in focus to older men to achieve a more immediate impact on the HIV epidemic
- Yet, older males are traditionally the most challenging population to embrace VMMC
- Existing demand generation system of approaches are largely built for younger boys and aren’t working for this newly targeted group (e.g. classroom circumcision education)
Whilst there are many studies describing singular attitudes and behaviors to VMMC, this text is designed to give a readily accessible and holistic picture, taking into account a man's influences, beliefs and attitudes to VMMC at different stages of the journey.

And none of this information exists as an accessible, holistic, big picture view of the situation.
In absence of a complete understanding of why men behave the way they do, our demand generation approaches have not been able to leverage:

- An evidence based behavioral framework
- A holistic perspective that aligns goals across donors, IPs and Ministries
- Solutions tailored to specific barriers and groups of older men
- Organizational tools built to help generate / evaluate interventions

Time is limited to impact this group and we need to explore new approaches to scale up demand.
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This consortium was independently funded by the BMGF, and includes Upstream, Final Mile, and IPSOS Healthcare, to offer evidence based guidance using successful research and consulting methodologies used commonly in the commercial sector. This was done in collaboration with the Ministries of Health in Zambia and Zimbabwe to better understand why men are/are not circumcising and what can be done about it.

**While this effort was focused on situations specific to Zim/Zam, this effort also produced 3 concepts relevant to all 15 countries:**

- The basis for a new framework to understand why men do/don’t get circumcised
- A subset of insight that is applicable to all 15 target countries
- A foundational roadmap/approach for other countries to follow
In 2017 this consortium was funded by the BMGF to organize the body of insight to be easily understood and applied by IPs across the 15 countries.

Additionally, the Action Catalyst Tool (ACT) kit has been produced to help IPs in these countries increase VMMC conversion.

- Portfolio Mapping Tool
- Persona Tool
- Intervention Design Tool
- Intervention Improvement Tool

This document communicates the body of insight and provides reference material when using associated tools.
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Understanding the Intent - Action Gap

The approach arose out of the need to understand why men do/don’t get circumcised and what can be done about it.

The Behavior Framework is the result of a process comprised of 3 proven methods often employed by the commercial sector to drive demand for products and services.

- The individual findings of each method are not enough to disproportionately drive demand.
- The approach must be taken and understood holistically. If not, the likely result will be disconnected insights making the outputs difficult to use and possibly misleading.
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The Methods we chose are all commonly used in the private sector and customized for this context and challenge.

Captures stories from men and their influencers of their real experiences undergoing the decision making process and related actions to becoming circumcised.

- These interactions included men and their influences at every step of the process and uncovered the experiences, beliefs, and influences as men move from awareness to intent to action to advocacy.

- Identifies and frames the scenarios where men get stuck in their journey by defining the inhibiting forces and encouraging forces in the system.
A customized variation of Ethnography and Contextual Inquiry of both men and influencers

- Enables unbiased observation and inquiry of behavior in a controlled setting that simulates decision making (in the absence of viewing decision making in real time)
- Determines why men behave the way they do in scenarios where they get stuck by testing behavioral principles and their impact on business as usual behavior
Leveraging the qualitative insights generated by Journey and EthnoLab to identify refined intervention opportunities

- Quantifies proportions and patterns of qualitative insights (where men are in the journey, strength of a barrier relative to others, etc)
- Divides a heterogeneous group into homogeneous segments of men who are likely to respond in the same way to an intervention based on their underlying attitudes and behaviors as identified in the qualitative work
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To articulate why men do what they do and understand what to do about it, new approaches need to adopt several principals outlined in this section.
The resulting framework is User Centered (from the man’s perspective) and is divided into 3 stages

1. RELATE  COMMITMENT
Understanding how and why they do/don’t move from Awareness of Circumcision

2. ANTICIPATE  PROCEDURE
Understanding how and why they do/don’t move from Intent to Circumcise

3. RELIEVE  ADVOCACY
Understanding how and why they do/don’t move from Action of Procedure

In the context of Zim/Zam, both countries had great success building intent but are experiencing difficulty driving action and advocacy among older males.
What men do /don’t do:

REPORTED BEHAVIORS
what men are rationally aware of

OBSERVED BEHAVIORS
decision making factors which men are unconscious of

Why they do /don’t do:

Influences/norms external
Motivations Internal
Self-efficacy permission
Man’s perception of tradeoffs between anticipated benefits and consequences appraisal
It should be Systemic (supply & demand)

- Inclusive of perceptions around government / government sponsored initiatives
- Inclusive of experiences with supply side services (long waits, long lines, poor treatment, etc)
- Inclusive of experiences with community mobilizers, friends, family, and others in the community
- Inclusive of influence from mass media and social media
EVIDENCE DRIVEN

QUALITATIVE

What they say:
Open ended story telling followed by closed end probes journey

What they do:
Observation without influence, ethnography

Why they do:
Conversations when the respondent is in a situation where he is actively thinking about a decision - leveraging behavioral science principles and expertise

QUANTITATIVE

Proportions & Patterns of qualitative insights across men
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Leveraging a single coherent set of findings, the framework needs to produce materials to help IPs, Donors and Ministries do specific tasks.

**Understanding:**
Why men aren’t getting VMMC

**Generating:**
More impactful interventions

**Evaluating:**
Whether and why existing interventions are/are not making impact
It is foundational in the sense that it can be expanded and built upon

- Can add market specific context
- Can respond to changes in market over time
- Can add depth/dimensionalize
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VMMC BEHAVIORAL FRAMEWORK
To better understand decision making as it relates to VMMC, and its impact on men’s behavior over time, we will introduce three frameworks that combine to form a singular view.
Describes 3 stages that a man goes through relative to VMMC, from the man’s perspective.

Describes the components, and the interactions of those components, of a man’s decision making process.

Identify the most critical areas to address when facilitating men’s decisions regarding VMMC.
These frameworks combine to form our singular view of the dynamics of a man’s progression through VMMC and establish our overall framework.

Over the course of the 3 STAGE JOURNEY men form, and update, beliefs about the options that are available to them, potential actions they may take, the actions taken by other people around them, and the various implications regarding outcomes. The final decision to undergo VMMC is a result, ultimately, of an evolution in belief formation of these over time.

The process of belief formation, updating, and ultimate decision making can be understood through the DECISION MAKING FRAMEWORK. Understanding how men are currently forming beliefs and taking decisions, and the relevant influencers on that process, will ultimately help us to design effective interventions for increasing rates of VMMC.
The overall framework can be understood as layers of information, intended to help drive action.

The first layer of information is the introduction of stages of the man’s VMMC journey. A stage defines a section of this journey and is defined by the milestone at each end and described from the perspective of the man. He makes progress through this journey by achieving the milestone at the end of each stage.
Within the landscape of a stage, multiple decisions are taken by the man. Ultimately, the collection of these decisions determine whether the man progresses through the stage to achieve the milestone.
Across the stages of a man’s journey, different types of barriers prevent him from achieving the milestones. These different categories of barriers are referred to as ‘barrier themes.’ They are defined from a behavioral perspective, and help inform why a man isn’t making progress.

These barriers align with two realms of the man’s perspective - things that could move him forward, and things that hold him back.
Within each barrier theme, we can define the ‘specific barriers’ that are at play in the VMMC journey. A specific barrier is a detailed expression of a barrier within one of the barrier themes. A specific barrier adds the context to the situation of the man clearly defines what’s inhibiting his progress.

While the overall framework defines a general landscape that a man may encounter in any country, the framework allows for a country to add new specific barriers that are unique to that culture or population.
People with whom the man comes into contact can influence and update his beliefs about VMMC through multiple dynamics. These influencers align with the barriers and can thus play strong roles in the design of new interventions.
By understanding unique groups of men, we can understand the decisions that they are weighing. These highlighted barriers represent a specific journey of a segment. By understanding the collection of these barriers, we can explore portfolios of interventions that could be targeted to different groups.
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The first phase of a man's journey is the RELATE phase. Awareness of VMMC is assumed to have already been established prior to the beginning of this phase. Progression through this phase is marked by the evolution from awareness of VMMC, to aligning one's values with VMMC, and finally to a personal commitment to VMMC. This commitment marks one's intent to follow through on VMMC. For a commitment to be established a man must move beyond simple awareness of information about VMMC. He must internalize the value VMMC may provide for himself (and his family) and determine that this value is necessary to obtain.

It is possible to relate positively, or negatively, with VMMC in this phase. Men who relate positively, and internalize the benefits, are most likely to commit to VMMC and move onto the next phase. Men who relate neutrally or negatively may remain in the RELATE phase indefinitely as the value of VMMC is not yet relevant.
The second phase of the man’s journey is the ANTICIPATE phase. Progression in this phase is marked by evolution from the INTENTION to follow through on VMMC, to the scheduling of the procedure, through to final ACTION /completion of the surgery.

As we will see in discussion of the decision making framework, as time-to-procedure draws near, pressure and concerns regarding the decision intensify. Men who have the intent to circumcise and ability to manage their concerns follow-through on the decision and move successfully onto the next phase. Other men, however, will be prevented from completion of the surgery by either personal concerns or situational constraints and may remain in the anticipate phase indefinitely.
The third phase of the man’s journey is the RELIEVE phase. A man in the relieve phase has completed the VMMC procedure and experiences a lifting of the intense pre-operation pressures and post-operation concerns.

A man in the RELIEVE phase has a choice between becoming a vocal ADVOCATE for VMMC or, out of unresolved concerns from previous phases, he may hide his participation and status as a circumcised man from others. Those men that are intrinsically proud of their status, and value VMMC for others, offer a valuable ADVOCACY resource as potential peer influencers for other men who may be lingering in one of the first two phases. Alternatively, men who reach the RELIEVE phase and are inclined to hide their status highlight needs or concerns that were left unmet somewhere in the previous two phases, and hence suggest a need to intervene upstream.
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A decision making framework provides better insight into how ‘what men say’ relates to ‘how they think’ and, ultimately, ‘how they behave.’

The decision framework gives us a better foundation for designing effective interventions and for evaluating why an intervention is likely working, or not.
Decisions are a matter of trade-offs.

These trade-offs are between benefits, on the one hand, that may accrue either today or at some point in the future, and consequences, on the other hand, that one may face either today or at some point in the future.

![Decision Making Framework Diagram]
Four aspects of these trade-offs that have particular impact on decision making are:

- The perceived likelihood that a given benefit or consequence will occur
- The relative impact/severity of a given benefit or consequence
- The proximity in time of a given benefit or consequence
- One’s perceived ability to control outcomes or adapt to them.
For example, let’s take a man who is talking about VMMC with a mobilizer on the street and is casually contemplating the possibility of being circumcised. He may relate strongly with the health benefits of VMMC and say that he intends to go through with the procedure.

One month later, however, when he is at the clinic to sign up, he begins to have second thoughts. At this point, the surgery itself looms large and he is concerned about the pain and uncertainty of the procedure. Suddenly he’s not so sure that VMMC is such a great idea and he backs out of his commitment.
This kind of behavior arises from the dynamic of trade-offs. When there is no urgency to act (as in the case of talking with a mobilizer on the street) possible benefits in the distant future can appear valuable and the man may state that he intends to follow through to achieve those benefits. As the consequences of action get closer, however, the relative weight of these consequences can overpower any perceived benefit.

This is why we see such discrepancy between men who are aware of the benefits of VMMC and state their intention to follow through on the procedure, and the relatively low numbers of those who actually follow through.
There are many strategies for moving beyond the imbalance between SHORT-TERM CONSEQUENCES and LONG-TERM BENEFITS.

Some possible strategies include:

- Motivating with alternative short-term consequences for failing to move towards the long-term benefits,
- Providing coping strategies to reduce the relative impact of the short-term consequence
- Reduce the perceived impact of the short-term consequence through comparison/contrast with other, manageable, consequences,
- Provide short-term benefits that outweigh the short-term consequences
- Remove the perception of the consequence altogether.

E.g. In the case of men who are committed to VMMC, but are concerned about complications and pain during healing, men often wonder what will happen in the case of an occasional erection. Without a coping strategy in place for dealing with this concern, many men are inhibited by the fear of this short-term consequence and hence, devalue the long-term benefit of VMMC. One way this has been effectively addressed is by providing messages to men: 1. The pain of erection during healing is mild and tolerable and 2. You can mostly prevent it by drinking plenty of water during the healing phase; this reduces the chance that you’ll have an erection, thus avoiding the problem entirely. This is just one example of using these strategies to dissolve the potential for short-term consequences to overpower long-term benefits.
There are some key challenges that present themselves along the VMMC Journey that often lead to undesirable trade-offs.

We can better understand these challenges as six barrier themes that men face across the VMMC Journey. In some cases, these may overlap with each other. These barriers present themselves across the age range of adult men and appear common across markets.

- **Lack of Benefit Relevance**
- **Anticipated Pain**
- **Anticipated Loss**
- **Distrust**
- **Uncertainty**
- **Anticipated Shame**
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The behavior framework outlined in the narrative provides a human centered lens in which to design programmatic interventions which work for men on a deeply personalized level. Whilst some of the principles to specific barriers (i.e. pain is a barrier theme), the extent to which the principles should be prioritized and addressed depends on country specific factors. Also, there may be additional principles in other countries which are not accounted for within this model as they were not evident within Zimbabwe and Zambia (e.g. loss of tribal identity if one dominant tribe traditionally circumcises like the Xhosa and another large tribe traditionally does not like the Zulus).

The following section outlines considerations each country and implementing partner should take into account before determining how best to use the framework within their VMMC programs.
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VMMC BEHAVIORAL FRAMEWORK
Supply and demand factors need to align
(i.e. there should not be an imbalance between the number of men who desire VMMC and the system’s ability to provide VMMC.

Programmers should be able to assess whether there is under supply, adequate supply or oversupply of VMMC to help understand the demand generation challenge:

**Under supply of VMMC services:** supply factors should take priority in training and bringing services where men need them. Demand should be sustained by ensuring programs maintain contact with men who desire VMMC and ensuring barriers to VMMC (physical and mental) continue to be addressed.

**Adequate supply of VMMC services:** Programs should focus on demand whilst being mindful of the capacity of supply service providers. The behavioral framework identifies time spent deliberating VMMC as a critical factor in whether a man circumcises or not. The system must be able to circumcise rapidly once a man makes the decision to go for VMMC.

- As well as supply coverage, quality of service must also be active as an enabler to demand generation rather than an inhibitor

- Along the same lines, service design should also be appealing rather than discouraging

**Over supply of VMMC services** - The implication of an oversupply of VMMC services is that demand side factors must urgently be addressed. A country should prioritize its understanding of where the main challenges lie in generating demand. As a starting point, a country should assess which phase to prioritize.
A country should have a solid understanding of where the demand generation challenges lie along the journey to VMMC. There are 3 distinct phases (outlined below) identified in the behavioral framework and understanding where target men fall out along these phases will enable programmatic and policy decisions aimed at addressing key issues. An assessment can potentially be carried out through the medium of a nationally representative survey to assess awareness of, desire to and actual steps taken to be circumcised.

### Identify Phase Prioritization

1. **Relate**
   - **Commitment**
     - Target man is aware of VMMC, believes in the benefits and feels it is something that would be good for them (HIV/STI protection, hygiene, sexual benefits, social proofing, etc.)

2. **Anticipate**
   - **Procedure**
     - Target man is actively looking to schedule the procedure, seeking out providers and establishing the right time to be circumcised

3. **Relieve**
   - **Advocacy**
     - Target man has been circumcised and now helping other men make the decision to become circumcised by sharing his personal experiences and advocating
Each country should build a solid understanding of where large groups of target men fall out along the behavioral framework phases and seek to prioritize known challenges it wishes to address through each phase.

1 RELATE  COMMITMENT

Should a large group of target uncircumcised men be stuck in the relate phase, IPs should address its reach of campaigning (via mass media, community mobilizers etc.) and the content of its campaigns to ensure they are resonating with target men. IPs should also address any potential myths and blocks in the community which are stopping men at the relate phase.

2 ANTICIPATE  PROCEDURE

We know that within the anticipate phase, a man is likely to be experiencing cognitive dissonance, caused by a belief in the long term advantages of VMMC but stressed by the short term consequences (pain, loss of earnings, abstinence from sex etc.) It is crucial for IPs to build strategies to manage this dissonance by preserving the benefits in a man’s mind and addressing the barriers in a timely fashion.

The longer a man’s dissonance is unmanaged, the less likely he is to circumcise. IPs should not shy away from addressing pertinent short term barriers such as pain of procedure but should manage them and address them with target men.

3 RELIEVE  ADVOCACY

When a man has undergone the procedure, this is an opportunity to enlist his support in advocating for VMMC and supporting other target men in getting the procedure. At this stage, newly circumcised men may be feeling some embarrassment and shame to be talking about intimate details with other men. Newly circumcised men should be supported and incentivized (financially or non financially) to advocate VMMC.
Whilst many pillars of the behavioral framework are universal, there are likely to be local issues which could be impacting on the ability to generate demand for circumcision and provide an efficient service for those who desire it. Within each barrier theme, countries need to hypothesize what unique and country specific barriers they may be facing (e.g. strong local tribal opposition to VMMC) and understand how much of an effect it is having.

Since barrier themes are based on human nature (e.g. all humans crave certainty), we anticipate that the universal strategy, as outlined, should address 80% of potential barriers across all countries. The other 20% will be a result of any market specific nuance.
An IP must first agree with other country partners (likely the Ministry of Health) on the state of the demand generation system before establishing where the IP is best equipped to have programmatic input.

**Product**

Is the IP a device manufacturer or distributor? Does it understand what support it should be offering for men alongside the product and how to deliver this? (e.g. patient literature, photograph instructions of wound care etc)

**Service**

Is the IP a service provider? How can an IP best ensure that service delivery is tuned to the underlying needs of target men. Does the IP have a checklist in place to ensure each time there is a revision to the service delivery it takes into account the behavioral framework?

**Communication**

Is the IP a communication partner? What channels of communication does it use? Can the IP assess which messages are best suited to mass communication, community mobilizers etc. How can IPs ensure that mobilizers are trained in order to effectively deliver the communication goals (e.g. having an honest conversation about pain with target men)
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If all of the target men in each country had similar needs and desires, segmentation would be unnecessary. In other words, a single demand generation campaign would satisfy everyone. In reality, different groups of men have different needs from VMMC programs and therefore, we divide target men into clear identifiable segments with common needs who will respond similarly to a demand gen action, countries are divided into clearly identifiable segments who have common needs and will respond similarly to a demand generation action. Segmentation enables IPs to efficiently target different categories of target men who perceive the full value of VMMC differently from one another.

Four criteria are often used to identify different market segments and determine if they are viable:

- Large enough to justify a unique marketing mix
- Homogeneity (common needs, attitudes, or behaviors within a segment)
- Distinct and Identifiable (unique from other groups)
- Reaction to changes in the marketing mix distinct from other segments

Many countries already segment but usually based on broad criteria such as rural vs urban or age. Attitudinal segmentation gives another lens in which to view men at a deeper emotional level as for example, one man’s dissonance is not the same as every man’s dissonance and this is regardless of age, geographic location etc.
A range of attitudes, drivers, barriers and motivations was determined from qualitative research and a questionnaire created to test the varying attitudes.

The studies found that variance across 5 main factors determined segmentation in each country:

- **MOTIVATION**
  Motivation to go through with the procedure determined by the time frame they are looking at, whether they would recommend a family member be circumcised etc.

- **REJECTION DUE TO COGNITIVE DISSONANCE**
  A client believes in the benefits of VMMC and wants to have it done but is held back by conflicting short term beliefs

- **PERCEIVED LACK OF ABILITY**
  Knowledge and understanding of the procedure

- **ACCEPTANCE OF SOCIAL SUPPORT**
  Are his friends having circumcision? Or his community?

- **PERSONAL FEARS**
  Bleeding risk, pain, promiscuity etc.
Understanding the importance of specific barriers to each segment

This enables IPs to prioritize and focus on a narrower set of challenges to maximize return on investment through better resource allocation and ensuring demand generation spend is focused on the core behavioral issues which can guide a man through the phases of the framework.

A dimensionalized view / quality of barriers relevant to segment

This enables us to tailor interventions to each segment resulting in greater impact. E.g. If we know a segment of men are motivated by hygiene, worried about pain, don’t feel they have enough knowledge of the procedure, do not feel in control of the decision, we can ensure that every encounter with that man tackles issues that they are actually concerned with rather than wasting opportunities by talking to them about issues which are unlikely to have an impact on their decision to circumcise.
EXAMPLES OF VALUE

Mass Communications
Advertising ROI

In absence of segmentation: message against all barriers without an understanding of whether messages are appealing to men likely to circumcise or not

With: can prioritize audience (low hanging fruit - men likely to circumcise) and the messages which best appeal to them

One-to-One/In-Field
IPC ROI

In absence: treat all men the same and have little tailoring of interventions which resonate with man’s underlying motivators and concerns

With: can identify which segment a man belongs to in the community and tailor messaging and support to his underlying needs

Structural/Policy
Direction and Tracking Impact

In absence: unprioritized policy decisions

With: can prioritize policies in alignment with annual segment focus

Service Delivery
Service Design ROI

In absence of segmentation: design one model of service delivery without an understanding of which type of men are likely to take up that service

With: Can tailor service to specific segments, also within the same clinical setting

Product Positioning & Marketing Strategy
Positioning ROI

In absence: position against all men and barriers

With: can prioritize audience and message
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protection from STIs</th>
<th>Protect partner (from HPV, STIs)</th>
<th>Sex lasts longer</th>
<th>Protection from STIs</th>
<th>Protects the community</th>
<th>Protects the community</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HEALTHCARE WORKERS</td>
<td>HEALTHCARE WORKERS</td>
<td></td>
<td>HEALTHCARE WORKERS</td>
<td>HEALTHCARE WORKERS</td>
<td>HEALTHCARE WORKERS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FRIENDS</td>
<td></td>
<td>FRIENDS</td>
<td>FRIENDS</td>
<td>FRIENDS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PARTNER</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**LACK OF BENEFIT RELEVANCE**

**1 RELATE**

- **ANTICIPATED PAIN**: Anticipated pain of procedure
- **ANTICIPATED LOSS**: Anticipated loss of wages
- **DISTRUST**: Distrust of circumcised men under-representing pain
- **UNCERTAINTY**: Uncertainty of procedure steps & timelines

**COMMITMENT**

- **PAIN**: Anticipated pain of procedure
- **LOSS**: Anticipated loss of wages
- **DISTRUST**: Distrust of circumcised men under-representing pain
- **UNCERTAINTY**: Uncertainty of procedure steps & timelines

**2 ANTICIPATE**

- **PAIN**: Anticipated pain of procedure
- **LOSS**: Anticipated loss of sex
- **DISTRUST**: Distrust of circumcised men under-representing pain
- **UNCERTAINTY**: Uncertainty of surgical complications

**PROCEDURE**

- **PAIN**: Anticipated pain of procedure
- **LOSS**: Anticipated loss of sex
- **DISTRUST**: Distrust of circumcised men under-representing pain
- **UNCERTAINTY**: Uncertainty of surgical implications

**3 RELIEVE**

- **PAIN**: Anticipated pain of procedure
- **LOSS**: Anticipated loss of sex
- **DISTRUST**: Distrust of circumcised men under-representing pain
- **UNCERTAINTY**: Uncertainty of surgical implications
This section provides detailed information about each part of the overall framework. It is organized across the 6 barrier themes each, represented with a differ and includes the following information in each theme:

- **BARRIER THEME OVERVIEW**: An overall explanation of the barrier theme in terms of human nature.
- **BARRIER THEME IN VMMC**: An explanation of how this barrier theme exists in VMMC.
- **WAYS TO APPROACH THE BARRIER**: An overview of general ways to overcome the barrier theme.
- **CHANNELS**: Information on how key channels may be deployed in the barrier theme.
- **INFLUENCERS**: Information on how key influencers may be leveraged in the barrier theme.
- **SPECIFIC BARRIERS IN THE THEME**: A description of each specific barrier within the barrier theme that explains the detailed challenge for a man, and some tips on how to approach overcoming it. Each specific barrier is described on a single page.
BARRIERS

LACK OF BENEFIT RELEVANCE

- Lack of Benefit
- Relevance
- Anticipated Pain
- Anticipated Loss
- Distrust
- Uncertainty
- Anticipated Shame

Context
Framework
OVERVIEW

Zambia
Lack of benefit relevance is unique among the 6 barriers as it presents an opportunity to address rather than a barrier to overcome.

Moving a man to commitment, to action, and ultimately advocacy involves addressing both sides of the trade-off consideration: anticipated benefits and anticipated consequences. The relevancy of benefits is applicable to all three phases of the journey, but the quality of relevancy evolves for each phase.

If we don’t find something relevant, we avoid the task. Lack of relevance can be felt in multiple ways:

- I don’t need this benefit
- I already have this benefit
- I don’t believe that a particular act/step can deliver the benefit.
Certain men might believe that they are not at risk for HIV and hence not find VMMC relevant.

In other cases, they might not find the benefits relevant to their present context: In a monogamous relationship, married etc.

Avoiding HIV is not the goal that men are actively pursuing and if benefits are not in line with men’s goals, they immediately switch off.

Unlike other barriers, lack of benefit relevance is unique in the sense that it addresses men who have no intent to circumcise. They are not therefore concerned about other barriers like shame, pain or uncertainty. They do not relate to VMMC to start with.

I don’t see how this has anything to do with my life. Why would I need this?
WAYS TO APPROACH

In a situation where men do not find the benefits relevant, there is a need to reframe the benefits or communicate benefits that are relevant to this particular set of men.

Here the task is to advance men to Stage 1 and Stage 2. This can be achieved by focusing on benefits other than protection from HIV. These could be hygiene benefits for example.

Another effective way to make the benefit relevant is to use social norms: Sometimes we may do a particular act just because others are doing it. This can be particularly effective where VMMC uptake at a country level is sizable (Ballpark of 40-50%)

- If men don’t find the benefits relevant, focus on secondary benefits of VMMC
- Norms can be an effective way to overcome this barrier where VMMC uptake in the country is significant.
**Mass Media**

Different segments of men find different benefits relevant. Targeting segments with specific benefits, where possible can be an effective strategy.

**Community**

Low channel relevance. From an intervention perspective, it is difficult to instantly segment and target.

**Interpersonal Communication**

Targeted messaging on specific benefits can be achieved in this channel through the help of Q&A tools that have a simple set of questions on whether aware of benefits and which benefits they find relevant.

**Service**

Low channel relevance.

---

**OVERVIEW**

- **BARRIERS**
  - Lack of Benefit Relevance: 61
  - Anticipated Pain: 80
  - Anticipated Loss: 89
  - Distrust: 100
  - Uncertainty: 111
  - Anticipated Shame: 121

- **Context**: 2
- **Framework**: 59
- **Zambia**: 130

---

**VMMC BEHAVIORAL FRAMEWORK**
INFLUENCERS

Circumcised Men
Encourage circumcised men to talk about the multitude of benefits, especially the short term benefits like clean penis, reduced STIs or better sexual performance.

Partner
While partner can talk of associated benefits, balance is required as excessive talk of partners’ benefits could build distrust.

Family
Communicate to Man about the benefits of his health to the larger family, akin to messaging in insurance. Communicate that VMMC benefits the entire family. Expanding those who benefit can be an effective way to build relevance.

Women
Low relevance

Friends
Friends can invoke a sense of community norms and that VMMC has multiple benefits.

Healthcare Worker
Use tools to identify the specific segment a candidate falls into and communicate relevant benefits.
Use testimonials where credibility is required. e.g: Men in monogamous relationships who can talk of VMMC benefits.
The main messaging regarding VMMC is about protection from HIV. Men generally do not doubt these benefits, although they do not precisely understand the science behind it.

- Persuade men about the short-term benefits like protection from STIs.
- Communicate the benefits in mass media using authority figures.
- Build credibility of the claim through testimonials of recently circumcised men.
HIV protection is the main benefit. While most men are persuaded by this benefit, some men in monogamous relationships may have issues with its relevance. Some may have concerns that it is not a 100% guarantee against HIV.

- Tone down benefit based communication once men are convinced about the main benefit of HIV protection.
- Confirm a man is still in Stage 1 by assessing his commitment to VMMC.
When men relate to circumcision in Stage 1, they see a value in several benefits. The short-term concerns such as pain, or loss of wages are not salient to them.

- To move a potential client from Stage 1 to Stage 2, there is a need to move to more immediate benefits.
- While protecting the partner is a message that resonates in stage 1, as clients start anticipating the procedure, this very benefit is not very effective.
- At this stage, focus on benefits to the man with a special emphasis on short term benefits.
Men tend to believe that monogamy means zero risk, so any talk of risk is an attack on their trusted relationship. “We are loyal to each other. Why would we get STIs?”

This is a slow process of education using other men in monogamous relationships as advocates.

Personal stories are needed of other men who have contracted STIs despite being in monogamous relationships. This will help to reinforce the credibility of the claims.
When people are relating to the benefits of VMMC in stage 1, men are focused on HIV benefits, which is a long-term benefit. Men often tend to take longer to go through with the procedure. By communicating near term benefits, we may reduce delays before the procedure.

- Communicate secondary messages early in the conversation such as:
  - Better/longer sex
  - Protection from STIs.

- This will help men overcome barriers that will show up in stage 2.
The entire focus of VMMC benefits is around protection from serious conditions like HIV and HPV in stage 1. Some of the associated / collateral benefits are lost on people. Once men relate to VMMC, it is useful to move on to other benefits.

Communicate secondary benefits like women appreciate clean men and that circumcised men are perceived to be socially and responsible with their health. This might reduce distrust issue that may come up during stage 2.
The most salient benefit in stage 1 is protection from HIV. This is a long-term benefit without immediate gratification, so it leads to procrastination. Secondary benefits are not very salient.

- Communicate a range of benefits to improve the relevance of VMMC.
- Highlight the immediate nature of hygiene related benefits to help men move faster through the journey.
Fear of transmitted diseases reduces to near zero in monogamous relationships.

- Focus on infections that are associated with general cleanliness and not transmission.
- Communicate that a clean penis makes sex more enjoyable.
As men start anticipating the procedure, the focus is on short term concerns, which are mostly personal in nature, such as: fear of pain and uncertainty of procedure. Protection of the community is not a prime concern.

- A higher purpose can sometimes help people overcome fear of shame.
- Positioning circumcised men as those who care for the community can help them overcome shame.
As men enter stage 2, their main concerns are around short term negative consequences. While long term benefits like HIV are salient, secondary benefits are not.

- Persuade men regarding the short-term benefits such as protection from STIs.
- Communicate the STI related benefits in mass media using authority figures.
- Build credibility through testimonials of recently circumcised men.
Understanding women’s perceptions of VMMC can overcome men’s near-term barriers.

Doesn’t understand improved perception by women

Likely influencers:
Friends

Link VMMC to improved perception by women due to:
- Better sexual performance.
- A cleaner penis as a signal of a healthy person.

Barriers
- Lack of Benefit
- Relevance
- Anticipated Pain
- Anticipated Loss
- Distrust
- Uncertainty
- Anticipated Shame

Context
Framework
Overview
Zambia
Some men do not fully understand the link between VMMC and hygiene related benefits as protection from HIV is so strong of a message. This lack of understanding can result in procrastination as HIV benefits are seen as long term. Some men tend to get stuck between Stage 1 and Stage 2 for 1 - 2 years. Communicate secondary benefits such as hygiene that accrue immediately, to advance men faster through the journey.
Once circumcised, many men are not sure whether to publicly admit their status. This is on account of fear of shame. They tend to believe that they have the required protection and promoting VMMC may carry some potential for being rejected / shamed.

- Communicate the benefits of VMMC to the larger community once the procedure is completed.
- Demonstrate how epidemics work and that it is his responsibility that the community of circumcised men increases.
- Address fear of shame by highlighting the number of people already circumcised.
BARRIERS

ANTICIPATED PAIN

Zambia
There are 2 key characteristics of pain that are relevant here.

- Pain is highly subjective. Different people have different tolerances for a similar amount of pain. There is no objective score for pain like there is for blood pressure, for example.

- The way we think about pain in the current moment is very different to how we think about future pain. It is human nature to overestimate future pain.

However, when we think of past pain, we always underestimate it. So, the same amount of pain seems more if it is in future and less if it is in the past.
In the VMMC context, anticipated pain is a key barrier stopping men from circumcising. Most men have no experience of any similar procedure. They typically think the procedure and healing pain can be severe. Promoters typically avoid the conversation on pain and when brought up by potential clients pain is totally dismissed (“Oh, it is not painful at all”) Those who have been circumcised have forgotten the pain and those who are wanting to be circumcised are overthinking the pain. And when these two types of people discuss pain, there is a disconnect. This wide gap in pain perception creates disbelief and distrust among potential clients about circumcised men /promoters.
WAYS TO APPROACH

We can overcome distrust and the disconnect by being honest and acknowledging that there will be some pain.

By saying that there is pain, the client is likely to overestimate it. We can correct it by providing reference points (e.g. “As painful as...”). We also need to provide testimonials which empathize with his situation. “I, too, thought that the procedure was going to be very painful but when I went through it, I realized that it was not as bad as I thought it would be. It was not painless, but something that I could cope with, without too much difficulty.”

Another lever is to provide pre and post estimates of pain by several people who have previously gone through the surgery. They thought it was going to be as painful as 9/10 but it was only 4/10 when they actually experienced it.

It is also important to address specific pain and not pain in general. People are imagining scenarios and constructing potential experiences. Pain of injection, pain of process, pain of healing are potential sources of pain. Research suggests that pain of healing, followed by pain of injection (anesthesia) were the most significant concerns.

Finally, provide coping strategies to manage moments of anticipated pain before they arise. E.g. “Painful erections can be avoided by drinking a lot of water.”
**Mass Media**

Pain in general can be talked about in mass media. Testimonials can be used to honestly talk about pain and establish that the pain isn’t as bad as one imagines it to be.

**Community**

Groups can overcome pain together more easily. A large community gathering can be a very effective channel to build confidence in men’s ability to deal with pain. In group settings, men tend to overestimate their ability to tolerate pain.

**Interpersonal Communication**

When it comes to specifics like source of pain, providing anchors for specific source of pain, one to one communication is best. This medium also allows for empathy where a circumcised man can talk about his own experience.

**Service**

Once at the clinic, do a simple survey? On how much pain people anticipate. Then do a survey after the procedure to see how they rate the actual pain. This might help them tell their ‘pain’ story better.
Circumcised Men

Testimonials on overestimation of pain
Stories on how they coped with pain
Use as a primary influencer to address a range of issues, pain being a critical one
Use him to communicate short term benefits but never long term benefits of circumcision.

Partner

There is a big empathy gap between a man and his sexual partner. Since the issue is one of anticipated pain, partner’s role is limited.

Family

Low relevance

Friends

Groups can overcome pain if they do an activity together. This is the point about tough initiation rituals in certain communities. One potential opportunity is to encourage circumcision in groups.

Women

Some elder women compared the pain of labor and talked about how VMMC related pain is insignificant
Women can be an effective channel to create the right anchors for pain and that men can tolerate VMMC pain.

Healthcare Worker

Do not avoid the conversation about pain
Have an honest conversation about pain. Make it relatable and demonstrate over time.
Use testimonials to establish overestimation of pain and also the fact that many men tolerate the pain easily.
Use tools to provide anchors/ objectivity to pain.
In stage 1, men are not too concerned about the short-term consequences like pain or shame. They have had no experience that is similar to VMMC and hence may not relate to a lot of detail. While they have heard stories about pain and anticipate pain, it is not a concern simply because it is not in the immediate future.

At this stage, it is not advisable to provide a lot of information regarding pain.

To make sure that men advance to the next stage, simple heuristic based messages around pain at a broad level can be used. For example: “Most men who undergo VMMC tolerate the pain well”. Or: “The pain of procedure and healing pain is not as bad as people imagine it to be”.

Likely Influencers:

Friends
In the context of the VMMC procedure, there are two main concerns expressed by men. One is the pain of an injection in a sensitive area. The second is the pain of the surgery itself though this concern is more about bleeding. The injection pain is overestimated in part because men tend to believe there are multiple injections given.

- Provide testimonials that address concerns about procedure pain and talk about how people undergo more complex surgeries under anesthesia and have negligible bleeding.

- Clarify how many injections are given and that it is given by an expert. Again, providing a testimonial would help.
In the context of healing pain, there is a lot of focus on two aspects:

- The duration of healing. When it comes to pain, duration is less of a problem. Behaviorally 4 weeks or 6 weeks makes minor difference.
- The specific events such as erections, sleeping in the wrong position by mistake, and passing urine.

- Give them confidence that they can cope with this pain. This can be done through either testimonials or through norms: “Many people like you have tolerated this pain well”.
- Provide coping strategies for the events related pain such as drinking water to deal with erection related pain or taking painkillers.
# Anticipated Loss

## Anticipated Loss

### Zambia

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Anticipated Loss</th>
<th>Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lack of Benefit</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anticipated Pain</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anticipated Loss</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distrust</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncertainty</td>
<td>111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anticipated Shame</td>
<td>121</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

*VMMC Behavioral Framework*
A loss is not always a financial loss. It could be loss of time, money, pleasure, opportunity etc. We all hate losses. We hate them more if we have to incur losses in the present. There could be a potential future gain because of this loss but we tend to discount the value of these future gains. E.g: We might lose today’s pleasure and eat less so that we have a healthy future. We tend to discount the value of better health.

It is human nature to fight hard to avoid losses.
The losses they attribute to VMMC are in the present. There are 2 types of losses that men are concerned about.

- **Financial loss:** Loss of money and wages that men will incur as a result of the travel, procedure and healing time. It is a significant expense that will have impact on their ability to provide for themselves and their families.

- **Reduced sexual pleasure.** Men feel circumcision reduces the sensitivity and therefore reduces sexual pleasure.

These two losses are in the immediate and certain where the benefits of VMMC are in the future.
Managing the loss of wages appears to be a policy level concern. Paid time off and vouchers of some sort would most likely be necessary to offset the direct costs of transportation and time away from work. This economic loss is unlikely to be effectively managed at the individual level.

As for reduced sensitivity, this can be countered with positive framing. Reduced sensitivity is a fact, but it comes with some benefits, such as:

- Increased sexual endurance/longevity
- Perceived status (by women) as a better lover (more endurance)
- Perceived status (by women) as a more attractive partner (cleaner, healthier, etc)
- Perceived status (by women) as a man that cares for others /reflects positive social values

As may be apparent, many of these counter-benefits play to the man’s sense of pride as it relates to his attractiveness and performance. Reduced sensitivity may not be such a bad thing, after all.
Mass Media

Useful to communicate any policy level interventions aimed at dealing with financial loss. If there are voucher or incentive programs, credibility and certainty of payment is important and mass media can lend that credibility.

Mass media can also be effective in communicated short term benefits.

Community

This can be a channel to share testimonials. Other people in the community can communicate how they coped with the financial loss.

Interpersonal Communication

Effective channel to communicate the issue of loss of pleasure: Flip this into a positive benefit of ‘lasting longer in bed - Better sexual performance’

This channel plays a vital role in communicating any policy level interventions, especially the details and the process /paperwork to avail the financial benefit

This channel can also be effective in addressing a particular aspect where some men overestimate the financial loss

Service

Not relevant to the barrier.
Circumcised Men

Testimonials on how they prepared and coped with financial loss

In one to one settings, circumcised men can talk about improved sexual performance.

Partner

Low relevance

Family

Low relevance unless other family members have a source of income

Women

Low relevance

Friends

Talk about personal experience how they coped with loss of wages. This can help men develop some coping strategies of their own

Healthcare Worker

Highly relevant to communicate any policy intervention on financial compensation

Help men be more realistic on the extent of loss - Men tend to overestimate the loss

Address loss of pleasure by communicating improved sexual performance.
Certain and immediate economic/financial loss can make people avoid the procedure.

- No amount of information regarding the benefits of VMMC can help people overcome this barrier.
- Minimize their costs through vouchers/incentives.
- Communicate exactly how many days one must stay away from work as many men overestimate loss of wages.
- Discuss saving a small amount of money before the procedure to alleviate the financial burden of a break from work.
For some men who identify strongly with the tribe, going against community norms means loss of religious alignment. They believe one should not change the way God created a man.

Where such a segment is present in significant numbers, using religious leaders and community heads to change such beliefs can be effective.
For sexually active men, abstaining from sex for 6-7 weeks can seem like a lot. This will be seen as an immediate loss. This has many parallels like dieting for weight loss, saving money by foregoing today’s consumption.

This is an immediate loss and best overcome by talking about VMMC benefits that can accrue immediately like a clean penis, reduction of STIs, or better sexual performance.
Some men express concern that their penis might lose sensitivity and that the pleasure from sex may be reduced. This is a loss that is not just felt immediately but also one that sustains over a long period of time.

Promote benefits that appeal to the man’s sense of pride:

- Increased sexual endurance/longevity.
- Perceived status by women as a better lover (last longer in bed).
- Perceived status as a more attractive partner (cleaner and healthier).
- Perceived status (by women) as a man that cares for others and demonstrates positive social values. Reduced sensitivity may not be such a bad thing, after all.
As men start thinking about the time for procedure, an immediate concern is loss of wages during the procedure and healing time. In some cases, men overestimate the number of days they will be off work. This is obviously a bigger concern for lower income populations. This certain and immediate loss can often lead to procrastination.

- The most effective way is a policy intervention to offer financial incentives to cover for loss in wages.
- Another possible intervention is to help people prepare for circumcision by promoting small savings so that they can use those savings during healing time.
DISTRUST

Context
Framework
OVERVIEW

BARRIERS
Lack of Benefit
Relevance
Anticipated Pain
Anticipated Loss
Distrust
Uncertainty
Anticipated Shame

Zambia
Trust is a necessary condition for us to initiate any behavior.

Lack of trust or Distrust can stop us in our tracks. Distrust could be triggered by lack of empathy (The other person doesn’t understand me) or when you doubt the intention of the other person. (“I know VMMC has benefits but WHY is my partner aggressively pushing for it?”)
Previous demand generation efforts made some assumptions that the partner could be leveraged as an effective influencer.

When women attempt to sell the benefits of VMMC to their male partners, there is often a distrust of the women’s motive. This is due to assumptions regarding to whom the benefits of VMMC accrue. Sometimes women focus on benefits that are not male partner centric, hence the men doubt the women’s intent, for example when a female partner discusses VMMC as a way to decrease cervical cancer.

Men also sense a lack of fairness. They feel the risk of the VMMC procedure is all theirs while the benefits are enjoyed by their partner.

Also, when men communicate their intention or consideration of VMMC, doubts arise in the minds of women regarding the motives of the man. She is likely to ask herself: “why do you need VMMC? I’m your only partner. What are you trying to hide?”
The best strategy to manage distrust between partners may be to avoid forcing the issue altogether. We may not be able to do much about the distrust that occurs between partners, but we can prevent ourselves from making it worse.

Rather than dialing up partner conversations and expecting partner influence to drive demand, we recommend focusing on peer male advocates as a prime source of demand influence. Encourage peer males to discuss their VMMC experience. This advocacy can be strengthened by training the peer males to discuss how they managed their short-term concerns (as articulated under the challenge of uncertainty), not just the value they derive from the long-term benefits.
Distrust associated with pain can be addressed through mass media. The core principle that most men overestimate pain but can eventually tolerate the procedure well can be communicated through mass media.

It is not recommended to use mass media to address distrust associated with partners.

Low channel relevance other than to establish the core principle of how men overestimate pain. This can be an effective channel for people in public setting to provide other examples from their life when they overestimated pain.

For men in stage 2, pain related distrust can be addressed through this channel.

Low channel relevance
Instead of downplaying pain, talk through personal journey as to how they too anticipated higher pain than actual and that they could tolerate the pain well.

While partner can talk of associated benefits, balance is required as excessive talk of partners’ benefits could build distrust.

Friends can invoke a sense of community norms and that VMMC has multiple benefits.

Use tools to identify the specific segment a candidate falls into and communicate relevant benefits.

Use testimonials where credibility is required. E.g: Men in monogamous relationships who can talk of VMMC benefits.
We underestimate past pain, so when circumcised men say that the pain was low, they are not lying, they have just forgotten.

Encourage promoters and circumcised men to talk about pain and narrate their own journey, where they too overestimated the pain, and eventually the procedure was tolerable.

They should never say that the procedure is not painful.
When women initiate the conversation regarding VMMC, they tend to focus on HPV and other benefits for women.

- Reduce focus on partner driven messaging.
- Friends are a bigger influence on men, especially those who are circumcised, as they have the experience and credibility.
As men get to stage 2, the concerns around pain get very specific: pain of procedure and pain of healing. Circumcised men often look at pain and dismiss it. This creates distrust.

- Address the specific pain that men are concerned about and not pain in general.
- Provide reference points for the pain. For example: “It’s as painful as…….”
- Talk about personal experience that there was some pain but not as bad as they expected it to be.
PARTNER DISTRUStING MAN IN MONOGAMY

When the man initiates the conversation regarding VMMC, women in monogamous relationships immediately develop doubts. Their main suspicion is of sexually promiscuous behavior or lack of trust.

- Provide language to men in this segment that helps them persuade their partner.
- Focus on mutual benefits such as a cleaner penis and better sexual performance.
Men feel that women partners cannot empathize with their plight, feel the man’s fear of pain or shame.

Partners generally do not seem to have significant influence.

If women must have this conversation, programs need to educate women on ways they can help men deal with pain and shame and not just focus on the benefits of VMMC.
### BARRIERS

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lack of Benefit Relevance</strong></td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Anticipated Pain</strong></td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Anticipated Loss</strong></td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Distrust</strong></td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Uncertainty</strong></td>
<td>111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Anticipated Shame</strong></td>
<td>121</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**OVERVIEW**

---

**Context**

---

**Framework**

---

**Zambia**
There are very few things that are certain.

Most of us deal with uncertainty on a daily basis: Information is not perfect, events may not go according to plan. In the context of health, there is more uncertainty. We do not know the exact probability of us developing a health condition. Naturally, we all hate uncertainty. We want to be sure of what exactly will happen so that we stay in control. When information is not available, people tend to either fear the worst or believe one-off stories as truth.
While there is a lot of understanding of VMMC benefits, there are a lot of uncertainties around the procedure and outcomes. While some men are uncertain about the benefits, in the majority of cases, the uncertainty is with respect to the procedure.

Some of the key uncertainties we heard from men:

- “I don’t know how the procedure will be carried out.”
- “How long will it take to heal? How do I manage during the healing time?”
- “How long will I have to stay at the clinic?”
- “How many times will I have to visit the clinic?”
- “What happens if I bleed too much? Can I die from the surgery?”
- “I don’t know how many things about VMMC, I’m not sure what to believe anymore”

If uncertainty is not addressed, people typically imagine worse consequences.
WAYS TO APPROACH

When thinking about managing the uncertainty that men feel, it is worthwhile to remember the context of the men’s relationship with VMMC as a procedure. These are men that are unlikely to have significant experience with health clinics. The prospect of any kind of surgery weighs heavily. They have never had any personal experience with circumcision, this is a one-time thing. Therefore they have no experiences to draw from regarding expectations and management of its implications and possible outcomes.

Much of the current messaging regarding VMMC is solely focused on broadcasting the benefits, which is good in-and-of-itself. But it is insufficient. By solely focusing on the benefits, uncertainties of procedure, management of worst-case scenarios, potential and certain implications, etc are left to be addressed by the man’s imagination (which will skew negative), or word-of-mouth from others in the community - which is unlikely to be much better informed than the man’s imagination.

Therefore, the key lever for managing uncertainty as a contributor to dissonance, is to “talk process, not just benefits” when messaging on VMMC. It is insufficient to wait until men are in the clinic, already scheduled for the surgery, to begin discussing these details. The men will have played out these concerns many times in their imagination well before ever signing up.

Be proactive about providing as much clarity on what to expect and how to manage both the expected and the unexpected.
Mass Media

Shift focus from benefits to procedure. Mass media DOES NOT lend itself to explaining finer details of the procedure but can be effective in establishing the simple nature of the procedure and the low risks associated with it.

Community

These channels can be effective to crowd source the nature of uncertainties people are concerned about. A comprehensive FAQs set can be created once we know the exact nature of concerns people have in a given context.

Interpersonal Communication

Lead channel to describe various steps and time taken.

Service

This is an effective channel that impacts advocacy efforts. If men are provided precise information on the steps, what to expect etc, it in turn helps them support other men to reduce uncertainty.
**Circumcised Men**

Most effective influencer. Provide information from personal experience on various steps, time taken and address specific question.

**Partner**

Similar role as a friend, though less impactful

**Family**

Family and friends can source the information regarding VMMC procedure and communicate to the man. It is hard for one person to make sense of all the information. Family and Friends can make sense of this information.

**Women**

Low relevance

**Friends**

Friends can source information on VMMC procedure through formal and informal channels. They can make sense of this information as the man has a lot going on his mind.

**Healthcare Worker**

Focus significantly on reducing uncertainty during conversations. Provide precise information on the procedure and the risks. Carry tools like FAQs, Illustrations of the process with detailed steps, time taken and potential risks.

---

**OVERVIEW**
Men have had no experience that is similar to VMMC. Many of them may have never visited the clinic. They may not know what they need to do to schedule a visit to the clinic. Here the concerns could be: “How to fix an appointment” “Where is the Clinic” “How much will it cost me”

- Provide confidence that the entire process is simple and many people do it.
- Explain the various steps involved. Provide information that is precise and localized.
- Develop a set of FAQs that are exclusively about the procedure.
As they get closer to the surgery, the quality of uncertainty changes. Here the concerns are around the surgical procedure, how long the procedure might take, and how many visits to the clinic will be required.

- Provide precise information regarding all the steps with the help of pictures and mention the time required for each step. For example, state that Anesthesia may take 5 minutes.

- Describe the injection at the base of the penis which causes slight pain but that many people tolerate it well.
One of the beliefs men have is that circumcision leads to loss of feeling once the foreskin is gone and that it leads to reduced sexual pleasure.

Communicate that the loss of feeling is not total and that it has some immediate advantages like increased sexual pleasure.
Some men have concerns around excessive bleeding and post-surgery complications. This is a concern about the wound not healing. Many men hear stories and have an exaggerated fear.

- Present the most recent and localized information regarding adverse events.
- Use norms to demonstrate that complications are very rare and not life threatening.
- Communicate coping strategies such as: “Proper wound care is easily done by many men.”
### BARRIERS

#### ANTICIPATED SHAME

- **Lack of Benefit Relevance**: 61
- **Anticipated Pain**: 80
- **Anticipated Loss**: 89
- **Distrust**: 100
- **Uncertainty**: 111
- **Anticipated Shame**: 121

---

**Zambia**: 130

---
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---

**BARRIERS**

- **Lack of Benefit Relevance**: 61
- **Anticipated Pain**: 80
- **Anticipated Loss**: 89
- **Distrust**: 100
- **Uncertainty**: 111
- **Anticipated Shame**: 121

---

**VMMC BEHAVIORAL FRAMEWORK**
Shame is a social emotion which can make you feel inadequate, dishonorable, unworthy.

Often times, shame is imagined. E.g: A person who has put on a lot of weight imagines social rejection and stays put in the house. It is human nature to avoid being shamed or feeling ashamed. So, we either stop doing what we fear is a shameful activity or avoid people altogether. It is human nature to keep imagining the future and how different events make us feel. We naturally want to do things that make us feel good and avoid those that make us feel uncomfortable. So, even if there are some benefits, if an activity doesn’t make us feel good, we end up avoiding that activity.
Men expressed concern about exposure to other people they know at the clinic at the time of procedure.

“Who might see me at the clinic when I go for the procedure, or for follow-ups? What do I say to people about my reason for being there?”

They’ve seen others become the center of attention as they must dress differently or walk differently during that time. “I can live with the physical pain, but the pain of embarrassment is too much.” Men have an image of having to explain themselves, being the center of (negative) attention, and of not having a strategy for dealing with these moments. It’s not a topic that people generally feel comfortable talking about to begin with. This only adds to the discomfort and anticipated shame.

Shame is first a concern in phase 2 (anticipate) and if left unaddressed and unresolved, shame will continue into phase 3, ultimately preventing advocacy opportunities.

how long will this embarrassment last??!
WAYS TO APPROACH

Model social norms that VMMC is a source of individual and social pride and that recovering from VMMC requires certain behaviors. Are there analogous examples of people recovering from surgeries, sickness, or other life events - and the value that the event provides the individual and society - which can serve as a comparative model for men recovering from VMMC? Don’t hide the necessary recovery efforts. Applaud them.

Model how others deal effectively with the social interactions. Model specific verbal exchanges that illustrate the anticipated, undesirable responses by others with desirable and effective responses by recovering men.

Illustrate that those people who laugh at you are ignorant; that they don’t know what they’re talking about. Diminish the status of those that would poke fun.
Mass Media

Mass media can be a tool to mainstream what is otherwise considered unacceptable.

Community

There is no shame if a large group does an activity. If men see other men committing to VMMC, it could address the barrier in a significant way. A community conversation normalizes VMMC. A public commitment to circumcise is key to reducing fear of shame.

Interpersonal Communication

Here IPC agents can help men in three specific ways:

- Help men avoid trigger events: Where to go and not go during the healing period
- Help men make new connections so that their interactions during the healing process are with other circumcised men
- Reinforce group status: That circumcised men are one group and more informed group vis-a-vis uncircumcised men

Service

This channel can be used to provide coping strategies to deal with shame. E.g.: Identify and avoid trigger events. Find other circumcised men as friends.
Circumcised Men

Circumcised men can be leveraged in three ways

- To create a norm in favor of circumcision. Talking openly helps overcome shame
- They can also help communicate how they managed shame. How they avoided trigger events
- Be the new group for circumcised men to identify and relate with.

Partner

The source of shame is not the partner. This is not a conversation that can be initiated by man’s partner as it might lead to more distrust

Family

Often times, the source of shame could be a family member; a little brother. Family can play a vital role in helping the man avoid trigger events. E.g: Limiting social events during healing period. Not inviting too many guest home during healing period

Friends

Friends are the single biggest influencers and one significant cause for dissonance is the anticipation that friends may not approve of the man’s decision to circumcise. Encouraging man to talk more to his friends who have been circumcised is a simple nudge that can work. The less they talk to those who don’t approve of it during the process, the better it is. This is also an opportunity for men to seek and make new connections(read friends)

Women

Low relevance

Healthcare Worker

Can be effective in providing coping strategies
Shame is a social emotion and at the clinic, men are concerned about meeting acquaintances. There is also shame felt in exposing your sensitive parts to strangers, especially if female nurses or doctors are involved.

- Certain supply side interventions are required to provide more private settings. Creating spaces with less common areas for interactions can help overcome this anticipation of shame.

- Invoking norms will help overcome this barrier. For example: “Last year, 1000 men from your province/district went through the VMMC procedure.”
There are two triggers for shame:

- What many men refer to as the ‘funny walk.’ Men talk about how people walk differently during the healing period and that triggers laughs in the community.

- People making fun of circumcised man’s reactions to pain. Comments such as “Stop acting like a baby” indicate that men make too much of the pain.

Provide coping strategies to men, such as: “Avoid trigger events during the healing period.”

Encourage men to seek out other circumcised men as friends. Create a group identity of circumcised men and highlight the vast number of men who have been circumcised. Shame can be reduced if a large group is undertaking an activity.
This is where, depending on the context, circumcised men either express pride or they hide their status.

Their fear is that they might not be accepted by the group.

- Talk about male circumcision in public.
- Invoke norms, that many men are circumcised and there is a good chance that the stranger you are about to meet could be circumcised. The current default in people’s mind is that the stranger they are meeting is uncircumcised.
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SUMMARY
Male peers are the most important influencer through a man’s journey to VMMC, both in driving awareness and guiding men through each stage.

**PROPORTION OF MEN ACROSS EACH STAGE OF THE JOURNEY**

1. **RELATE**
   - Not Aware
   - Aware: 14%
   - **Influence Awareness**
     - Male Friends: 51%
     - Health Worker: 39%
     - Radio: 34%
     - TV: 31%
     - Mobilizers: 21%
     - Teacher: 18%
     - Father: 10%
     - Brother: 10%

2. **ANTICIPATE**
   - Believe: 11%
   - **Encourage To Believe**
     - Male Friends: 52%
     - Health Worker: 33%
     - TV: 24%
     - Radio: 23%
     - Mobilizers: 20%
     - Teacher: 13%
     - Father: 13%
     - Brother: 11%

3. **RELIEVE**
   - Committed: 29%
   - Scheduled: 6%
   - Circumcised: 23%
   - Advocating: 11%
   - **Encourage Commitment**
     - Male Friends: 45%
     - Health Worker: 16%
     - Mobilizers: 12%
     - TV: 12%
     - Radio: 12%
     - Mobilizers: 12%
     - Father: 11%
     - Brother: 8%
     - Teacher: 8%
     - Father: 6%

**n=2000 (excludes traditionally circumcised men)**
While looking at the segments across the population, it appears that the opportunity within each group is rather similar. However, when viewing the segments by a percentage of uncircumcised men (as shown later in the document), the segments become more differentiated.
HOW SEGMENTS DISTRIBUTE ACROSS STAGES OF THE JOURNEY

Friends driven hesitants represent the largest potential of men who are committed to VMMC but have not gone through with it as of yet.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Segment</th>
<th>Aware</th>
<th>Believe</th>
<th>Committed</th>
<th>Scheduled</th>
<th>Circumcised</th>
<th>Advocating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Self-reliant believers</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>53%</td>
<td>19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indifferent-rejectors</td>
<td>41%</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friends-driven hesitants</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Socially-supported believers</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traditional believers</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>61%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledgeable hesitants</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>37%</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scared rejectors</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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SEGMENT A

SELF-RELIANT BELIEVERS

Who He Is
Where to Engage Him
What Topics to Engage Him With
The self reliant believer is the most committed group in Zambia to VMMC. He fully believes in the benefits, not just for him but for his wider community in the fight against HIV and is willing to advocate to others.

This man does not need further convincing of the benefits, but he does need equipping with knowledge of the procedure to increase his feeling of certainty around the outcome, as well as emotional support to reassure him that he will be able to handle the pain, giving him both coping mechanisms and a relative idea of what the pain will feel like (compared to experiences he has had before) at different stages.

Post circumcision, he is likely to feel pride at an achievement and programs should reinforce his emotion by celebrating with him and engaging him to encourage others.
WHO HE IS

The self reliant believer is heavily motivated to circumcise.

He has a desire to protect himself, his partner and community but also is motivated by improved sexual relations. He does have concerns over the pain of procedure and healing and would also prefer to go for VMMC with a friend. He could be used as a powerful advocate.

### Age

39% 20-24 YEARS OLD

### Self empowerment

They are confident in their own decision to circumcise independent of social pressure.

### Risky behavior:

MODERATE TO HIGH

### Ease of conversion

EASY

### Education

MODERATE

### Personal constraints

They have little personal constraints to circumcision but would prefer to go with a friend.

---

“I just saw a branded truck and became interested... and it just happened that I was with a friend. We never discussed it before, but he said he was circumcised. Then I went to a hospital as I was interested and they encouraged me...”
WHERE TO ENGAGE HIM

Social Grade: MEDIUM

Location
- 21% COPPERBELT
- 18% LUSAKA
- 14% NORTHERN
- 13% CENTRAL

Influencers
- Strongly supported by male family members (fathers, brothers) to be circumcised
- Strongly supported by male friends who are circumcised
- Feel that the wider community is supportive of circumcision and his decision

Channels

**MASS MEDIA**
- They spend on average 5.8 hours per week watching TV which is slightly below the average of 6.3 hours per week
- They spend 7.4 hours per week listening to the radio (slightly higher than the average of 6.9 hours)
- They spend 2.3 hours per week reading newspapers and radio
- They spend 3.0 hours per week surfing the internet with the highest social media usage of any segment (70%). A social media strategy could prove highly effective at reaching this target

**COMMUNITY**
- Male peers are the most effective, either friends or male mobilizers who have gone through the experience themselves and can clear up the knowledge gaps he has around the procedure
- Male peers can reinforce the sexual benefits, although it is important not to channel messaging through female partners as this can lead to a strong distrust in the relationship and negative feelings towards VMMC

**SERVICE**
- Healthcare workers will help him feel reassured about the safety of the procedure

---
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Help him relate to VMMC by emphasizing the STI benefit whilst also being able to enjoy sex. Reinforce that he is making a smart educated choice. It is important to overcome distrust if introduced to VMMC by female partners and also to address uncertainty over treatment steps and the right time to circumcise.

### Benefits / Motivations that Push Him Forward

- Protection from HIV and other STIs
- Improvement of sexual relationships
- Helps him build closer relationships
- Makes him feel like he is making a smart choice

### Barriers Holding Him Back

- Being pushed into VMMC by his partner, prefers to hear about VMMC from male peers and friends
Preserve his strong belief in the STI/ HIV benefits of VMMC. At this stage, it is crucial to equip him with enhanced knowledge of the procedure including pain and the healing process. Need to overcome anticipated pain of procedure and anticipated pain of healing as well as uncertainty around procedure steps and timelines.

**Benefits / Motivations that Push Him Forward**
- Feeling safe and smart
- Giving him a sense of achievement

**Barriers Holding Him Back**
- Fear of pain
- Handling erection pain
- Lack of knowledge of the procedure (being conducted by a trained provider etc)
- Pain of injection during procedure

**OF SEGMENT IN THIS STAGE**
24%
3 RELIEVE

Nothing to overcome

72% OF SEGMENT IN THIS STAGE

Benefits / Motivations that Push Him Forward

Feeling a sense of achievement
Protecting future generations

Context
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INDIFFERENT-REJECTORS
INDIFFERENT-REJECTOR SUMMARY

**Dominant motivators**

No motivations towards VMMC

Would need widespread acceptance of VMMC from his community to consider it

**Dominant barriers**

No interest or engagement in VMMC

No interest or engagement in protecting against HIV/STIs in general

Doesn’t understand the value of VMMC

The indifferent rejector does not necessarily think about STI’s and HIV, and by default does not think about VMMC. He only is forced to think about VMMC when men around him are circumcising, but does not relate any of the benefits to his own life. He is a difficult man to reach as he will not seek out conversations about VMMC or engage. If we meet an indifferent rejector, we could start by potentially sharing with him the numbers of men who are circumcising in his community to encourage him to start thinking of the reasons why one might. It is important to preempt fears he may have in the future such as service delivery and also equip him with knowledge about where to go for more information. He has no impetus to go for VMMC and it might help to create an artificial time trigger for VMMC (e.g. a voucher for a specific date or a prize draw for men who circumcise within a certain timeframe).
WHO HE IS

The indifferent rejector is a man who has not engaged with VMMC messaging at all.

He may have heard or seen messaging around VMMC but has not thought about the benefits or how they may benefit himself. He is highly unlikely to circumcise because he is not internalising any messaging.

“
I actually don’t know. Now I am thinking a bit about it, because I was told by religious leader about its benefits, but I think it is against my religious norms. And I think, that HIV rates can even become higher, because people will think that they do not need to use condoms anymore.

Self empowerment

They are highly dependent on the general acceptance of the community around them.

Risky behavior:

- **LOW**

Ease of conversion

- **VERY DIFFICULT**

Education

- **LOW**

Personal constraints

They may have personal constraints in the future but as they are currently indifferent, they have not cited any personal constraints to VMMC.

They have no understanding where to get information about VMMC and the service.

They do not understand the arguments for VMMC and how it relates to them.
WHERE TO ENGAGE HIM

Location

- **27%** Southern Province
- **19%** Lusaka
- **15%** Central

Social Grade: **LOW**

Influencers

- Male friends
- Community leaders
- Religious leaders
- Teachers
- Healthcare workers

Channels

**MASS MEDIA**

Mass media presenting circumcision as a ‘norm’ - although very low consumers of media

Over 1/3rd do not spend any time on mass media activities in a week and another third spend less than 5 hours

However, they do spend some time online and mainly checking social media (52%) or chatting with friends.
Find ways to encourage him to engage with VMMC by demonstrating the proportion of men in his community who are now circumcising, emphasizing that it is becoming the new normal. Ensure he is aware of tangible benefits to himself like cleanliness. He will likely need triggers for conversation and will not approach mobilizers on his own accord.

### Benefits / Motivations that Push Him Forward
- A feeling that VMMC is becoming the norm around him

### Barriers Holding Him Back
- Don’t feel at risk of STIs
- Don’t know how it will protect them or partners from STIs
- Doesn’t understand how it protects the community
- Doesn’t understand or relate to improved perception by women
- Doesn’t understand or relate to sex lasting longer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OF SEGMENT IN THIS STAGE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>77%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Summary
Few of his segment have got to this stage. It is likely that those who have, have done so because they have peers in their immediate vicinity who are circumcising. However, for indifferent rejectors who have got to anticipate phase, they are still largely indifferent with no impetus to go for circumcision. Therefore it is important to strengthen the reasons why they should circumcise with tangible examples around cleanliness but also highlighting the social norm. They will likely not ask about service delivery but it is important that it is made clear to them where to get circumcised or bring services to them.
It is highly unlikely that they will advocate VMMC but they are unlikely to detract either

**Benefits / Motivations that Push Him Forward**

A feeling that VMMC is becoming the norm around him

**Barriers Holding Him Back**

Doesn’t understand how it protects the community
SEGMENT C

FRIENDS-DRIVEN HESITANTS

Who He Is
Where to Engage Him
What Topics to Engage Him With
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**FRIENDS-DRIVEN HESITANTS SUMMARY**

### Dominant motivators

- Cleanliness
- Protection from STIs

### Dominant barriers

- Regret over not having had it done earlier (and unwanted pressure from pro circumcision peers and anti circumcision peers)
- Healing time
- Injections during procedure
- Fear of the procedure itself
- Time taken to heal

The friends driven hesitant is conflicted and needs to have his dissonance managed. Many of his concerns lead to uncertainty of the procedure and knowledge gaps but also fear over how he will handle to procedure, healing and anticipation of shame.

He finds it embarrassing to talk about VMMC and any counseling should be sensitive to this. He tends to be younger than other groups and willing to listen to figures of authority (HCPs, parents etc).

He values privacy, not only in service delivery but also with interpersonal communications. He needs to have the freedom and comfort to ask any questions without fear of judgment.
WHO HE IS

The friends driven hesitant is acutely aware that people who are close to him are encouraging him to be circumcised, yet he is unsure.

He is caught between those encouraging him to circumcise and those who are detracting and is unsure which way to go. He feels pressured but has not yet related the benefits to himself.

One of the friends told me he would not play with me if I am not circumcised. And my mother is very concerned about the fact that that when there is a campaign and the procedure is free, our family will be the only one who did not do it... But I am not sure..."

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age:</th>
<th>51% 15-19 YEARS OLD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Risky behavior:</td>
<td>MODERATE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ease of conversion</td>
<td>MODERATELY DIFFICULT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>MODERATE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Self empowerment

Whilst he feels that circumcision is his decision, he is deeply conflicted by his pro circumcision and anti circumcision peers which is driving his dissonance.

Personal constraints

They may face some embarrassment with discussing VMMC and need assurance that they can go through with it.
WHERE TO ENGAGE HIM

Location

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LUAPULA</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUSAKA</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COPPERBELT</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Social Grade: LOWER TO MIDDLE

Influencers

- Male friends (circumcised)
- Mother and Father
- Skilled and knowledgeable HCP (male especially)

Channels

MASS MEDIA

Spend 6.4 hours watching television and 7.8 hours listening to the radio every week

Most likely to use the internet daily (54%) and for the most amount of time; 1 to 2 hours per day (28%), 3-4 hours per day (22%)

Second highest users of social media (67%)
Through the relate phase, he does believe in the benefits of VMMC (especially STI/ HIV and cleanliness), however he is also influenced by some voices which detract. He finds the topic embarrassing to talk about and feels conflicted. He is likely to express a wish that he had been circumcised as a baby which highlights that he is in dissonance (believes in the benefits but the short term barriers are detracting and impeding progress).

**Benefits / Motivations that Push Him Forward**

- HIV/ STI protection
- Hygiene
- More circumcised men around them
- Feeling clean
- Feeling smart

**Barriers Holding Him Back**

- Lack of knowledge of procedure leading to anxiety
- Concerns over privacy
- Uncertainty around procedure steps and timelines
- Distrust in how circumcised men under-represent pain
- Anticipated pain of procedure
The more positive voices which surround him, the more likely he will be to arrive in the anticipate phase. However, at this point his dissonance grows even greater. At this stage, he is feeling lots of fear and shame which should be managed. He fears pain and uncertainty including the risk of adverse events.

**Benefits / Motivations that Push Him Forward**
- HIV/ STI protection
- Cleanliness

**Barriers Holding Him Back**
- Lack of control over dissonance
- Fear over anticipated shame at time of service
- Anticipated pain of procedure
- Uncertainty around procedure steps and timelines
- Anticipated pain of healing
- Uncertainty of surgical complications
- Fear of pain of erection
- Uncertainty of surgical complications
At relief stage, he is prepared to advocate but only to close family members due to embarrassment about talking about VMMC.

### Benefits / Motivations that Push Him Forward

- Cleanliness
- Protecting future generations
- Will advocate, but only for circumcising family members

### Barriers Holding Him Back

- Anticipated shame when telling others (only for non family members)
SEGMENT D
SOCIALLY-SUPPORTED BELIEVERS

Who He Is
Where to Engage Him
What Topics to Engage Him With
SOCIA LLY-SUPP ORTED BELIEVER SUMMARY

Dominant motivators

- Hygiene and cleanliness
- Protection from HIV and STIs
- Protecting future generations
- Feeling clean
- Feeling safe

- Feeling smart
- Feeling a sense of achievement
- Fitting in with his community
- Protecting his partner from HPV

The socially supported believer should be engaged as an advocate. He believes in VMMC and prepared to advocate. He would like to have the procedure with a friend and is socially supported in his choices.

His main barriers are around uncertainty and needs lots of information about the procedure and coping strategies with anticipated pain.

Dominant barriers

- Fear of pain during the healing process
- Fear of surgery

- Some concern about what will be done to foreskin
- Fear of injections

- Fear of pain during the healing process
- Some concern about what will be done to foreskin
- Fear of injections
WHO HE IS

The socially supported man has a very positive attitude to VMMC driven through high concern about HIV in general and strong fears over contracting HIV/STIs.

He has experienced STIs in the past. He knows a lot of men who are becoming circumcised and demonstrates a high level of commitment/readiness to advocate.

The socially supported man has a very positive attitude to VMMC driven through high concern about HIV in general and strong fears over contracting HIV/STIs.

He has experienced STIs in the past. He knows a lot of men who are becoming circumcised and demonstrates a high level of commitment/readiness to advocate.

Age:

39% 15-19 YEARS OLD

Risky behavior:

HIGH

Ease of conversion

EASY

Education

MODERATE

Self empowerment

Feels a strong sense of self efficacy

Willing to advocate and speak in favour of VMMC even under pressure from detractors

Ready to advocate VMMC to everyone

Well supported by his peers

Emotionally, he is invested in VMMC

Now I am advocating and even if at some point I felt there might be pain and it might take too long to heal, that never made me feel like not going for VMMC, I took it positively always”

Personal constraints

Nervous about the procedure and healing, although believes it is the right thing to do in the longer term
WHERE TO ENGAGE HIM

Location

Social Grade: LOWER

23% EASTERN
22% CENTRAL
21% LUSAKA

Influencers

Circumcised friends
Family

Channels

MASS MEDIA

Watches 7.7 hours of TV per week on average (2nd highest)
Listens to 8.3 hours of radio per week on average (2nd highest)
Spends more hours per week online than other groups (4.7)
The socially supported man relates to VMMC quickly. He has likely experienced STIs and HIV scares in the past and is well informed about VMMC as another tool to protect himself. He feels well supported in his decisions and willing to defend against detractors.

**Benefits / Motivations that Push Him Forward**

- Protection from HIV and STIs
- Hygiene benefits
- Feel clean and smart

9% of segment in this stage
The more positive voices which surround him, the more likely he will be to arrive in the anticipate phase. However, at this point his dissonance grows even greater. At this stage, he is feeling lots of fear and shame which should be managed. He fears pain and uncertainty including the risk of adverse events.

### Benefits / Motivations that Push Him Forward

- Protection from HIV and STIs
- Feel clean and smart
- Hygiene benefits
- Protection for future generations

### Barriers Holding Him Back

- Anticipated pain of procedure
- Anticipated shame while healing
- Anticipated pain of healing
- Anticipated shame at time of service
- Uncertainty of surgical complications
At relief stage, he is prepared to advocate and help others.

**Benefits / Motivations that Push Him Forward**

- Sense of achievement
- Protect the future generations

**56% OF SEGMENT IN THIS STAGE**
SEGMENT E

TRADITIONAL BELIEVERS

Zambia

PRIORITIZING SEGMENTS

SELF-RELIANT BELIEVERS

INDIFFERENT REJECTORS

FRIENDS-DRIVEN HESITANTS

SOCIALLY SUPPORTED BELIEVERS

TRADITIONAL BELIEVERS

Who He Is
Where to Engage Him
What Topics to Engage Him With

KNOWLEDGABLE HESITANTS

SCARED REJECTORS

SUMMARY
For traditional believers, they are likely to circumcise anyway. Programs just need to ensure they circumcise at safe medical facilities and have full knowledge of where to go for circumcision. Their privacy needs to be respected.
These are men who circumcise but not necessarily for HIV/STI benefits and mainly for traditional reasons.

He mainly associates circumcision with cleanliness and the achievement of fulfilling his right of passage. However, they are not motivated to talk about VMMC outside of their immediate group, and don’t feel that going for VMMC is necessarily their own decision but constraints do not stop them from circumcising.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age:</th>
<th>31% 15-29 YEARS OLD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Risky behavior:</td>
<td>VERY LOW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ease of conversion:</td>
<td>EASY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>HIGH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Self empowerment**

Low, he does not necessarily feel like VMMC is his own decision as it is dictated by tradition but this does not inhibit his progress.

**Personal constraints**

None of significance.
WHERE TO ENGAGE HIM

Location

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Social Grade:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HIGHER</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Influencers</th>
<th>Channels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>22% COPPERBELT</td>
<td>Tradition</td>
<td>MASS MEDIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22% NORTHERN</td>
<td>Male family members</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21% LUSAKA</td>
<td></td>
<td>Spends a little amount of time consuming media per week compared to others (especially surfing the internet)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The traditional believer has a strong emotional attachment to becoming circumcised as part of his family identity.

**Benefits / Motivations that Push Him Forward**

- Maintain tradition
- Enhanced cleanliness

**OF SEGMENT IN THIS STAGE**

- 5% of segment in this stage
He has concerns about the service provision skill of the surgeon and needs to be given information on where to have the procedure conducted with flexibility around procedure times.

**Benefits / Motivations that Push Him Forward**
- Maintain tradition
- Enhanced cleanliness

**Barriers Holding Him Back**
- Uncertainty around procedure timelines and steps

**25% of Segment in This Stage**
He would like to circumcise his boys as part of his tradition.

70% OF SEGMENT IN THIS STAGE

Benefits / Motivations that Push Him Forward

Circumcise his sons
SEGMENT F

KNOWLEDGEABLE HESITANTS

Who He Is
Where to Engage Him
What Topics to Engage Him With

Zambia
PRIORITIZING SEGMENTS
SELF-RELIANT BELIEVERS
INDIFFERENT REJECTORS
FRIENDS-DRIVEN HESITANTS
SOCIALLY SUPPORTED BELIEVERS
TRADITIONAL BELIEVERS
KNOWLEDGABLE HESITANTS
SCARED REJECTORS
SUMMARY
It is important to address and manage his concerns during the anticipate phase, providing him with certainty and reassurance over the procedure, preserving his self image and creating time impetus to go for circumcision.
I was always positive of being circumcised, especially after seeing some of my friends enjoying sex. My main goal was to gain sexual pleasure. I was a bit scared of pain right at the procedure stage, probably some incentives can help at this stage.“

**WHO HE IS**

Urban dweller motivated by sex.

Has multiple partners and has experienced high levels of STIs in the past. He has high concerns about HIV/STIs but knows a lot of circumcised men and has a very positive attitude toward VMMC.

**Age:**

| 38% | 15-19 YEARS OLD |

**Risky behavior:**

| HIGH |

**Ease of conversion:**

| MODERATELY DIFFICULT |

**Education:**

| HIGH |

**Self empowerment**

- Will resist social pressure either way
- Need to feel like they are making a well informed positive decision
- Would like to talk to circumcised men about their experience
- Believe in the benefits but not sure when is the best time to do it

**Personal constraints**

- Fear of pain
- Fear that penis will lose sensitivity
- Concerns over privacy in clinics
WHERE TO ENGAGE HIM

**Location**
- 22% Copperbelt
- 17% Northern
- 16% Lusaka
- 15% Southern

**Social Grade:** Higher

**Influencers**
- Circumcised men
- HCPs

**Channels**
- Mass Media
  - Watches more TV than other groups (9.2 hours)
  - Listens to more radio than other groups (9.2 hours)
- Community
  - Male friends
- Service
  - HCPs

**Context**
- Framework: 59
- Zambia: 130
  - Prioritizing Segments: 131
  - Self-Reliant Believers: 135
  - Indifferent Rejectors: 143
  - Friends-Driven Hesitants: 151
  - Socially Supported Believers: 159
  - Traditional Believers: 167
  - Knowledgable Hesitants: 175

Who He Is
Where to Engage Him
What Topics to Engage Him With

**Summary**
- Self-Reliant Believers: 135
- Prioritizing Segments: 131
- Indifferent Rejectors: 143
- Friends-Driven Hesitants: 151
- Socially Supported Believers: 159
- Traditional Believers: 167
- Knowledgable Hesitants: 175
As a man who has had direct experience of STIs and knows other people who are circumcising, he is quick to relate, even if he has some doubts over the STI/ HIV message itself.

**Benefits / Motivations that Push Him Forward**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benefits</th>
<th>Motivations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hygiene</td>
<td>HPV protection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STI/ HIV benefits</td>
<td>More desired by women</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Barriers Holding Him Back**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Barriers</th>
<th>Holding Him Back</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Uncertainty around procedure steps</td>
<td>Anticipated pain of procedure</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**20% OF SEGMENT IN THIS STAGE**

**Zambia**

PRIORITIZING SEGMENTS

SELF-RELIANT BELIEVERS

INDIFFERENT REJECTORS

FRIENDS-DRIVEN HESITANTS

SOCIALLY SUPPORTED BELIEVERS

TRADITIONAL BELIEVERS

KNOWLEDGABLE HESITANTS

Who He Is

Where to Engage Him

What Topics to Engage Him With

SCARED REJECTORS

SUMMARY
2 ANTICIPATE

He has concerns about the service provision skill of the surgeon and needs to be given information on where to have the procedure conducted with flexibility around procedure times.

Benefits / Motivations that Push Him Forward

- Hygiene
- Sense of accomplishment
- STI/ HIV benefits

Barriers Holding Him Back

- Anticipated pain of procedure
- Uncertainty of procedure implications
- Anticipated pain of healing
- Uncertainty around procedure steps
- Anticipated loss of sex
- Anticipated shame at time of service
- Anticipated loss of pleasure
WHAT TOPICS TO ENGAGE HIM WITH HIS JOURNEY EXPERIENCE

3 RELIEVE

At relief, he is ready to advocate, especially to brothers, children and friends. He should be used as an effective tool to help other men experiencing dissonance.

50% OF SEGMENT IN THIS STAGE

Benefits / Motivations that Push Him Forward

Circumcise his sons  Protect future generations
SEGMENT G

SCARED REJECTORS

Who He Is
Where to Engage Him
What Topics to Engage Him With

SUMMARY

Zambia

PRIORITIZING SEGMENTS

SELF-RELIANT BELIEVERS

INDIFFERENT REJECTORS

FRIENDS-DRIVEN HESITANTS

SOCIALLY SUPPORTED BELIEVERS

TRADITIONAL BELIEVERS

KNOWLEDGABLE HESITANTS

SCARED REJECTORS

Context

Framework
Strengthen more benefits to him beyond hygiene alone such as doing something for his community and strengthening social norms. Give him lots of information to reassure him the procedure is safe and show him what to expect.
WHO HE IS

Fears negative consequences of VMMC

The scared rejector does not necessarily relate many benefits of VMMC to himself, and as such he is consumed by negative fears which leads to stress.

I was strongly recommended by my nephew not to go for VMMC. I know about benefits it has. But I am not sure – I’d like healthcare providers to come and talk to me and explain everything about pain and if a fatal bleeding is possible.”

Age: 29% 25-29 YEARS OLD

Risky behavior: LOW

Ease of conversion DIFFICULT

Education MODERATE

Self empowerment

Ready to act against social pressure

Personal constraints

Not sure if they need VMMC at all
Feel very uncertain
Associate VMMC with stress and fears rather than positive messages
### Where to Engage Him

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Influencers</th>
<th>Channels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25% NORTHERN</td>
<td>Mobilizers</td>
<td>Mass Media</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24% LUAPULA</td>
<td>HCPs</td>
<td>Consume less media than other groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Listen to approximately 6 hours of radio per week</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Social Grade:** LOW

**Location:**
- 25% NORTHERN
- 24% LUAPULA

**Influencers:**
- Mobilizers
- HCPs

**Channels:**
- Mass Media

**Context:**
- Zambia 130
- Prioritizing Segments 131
- Self-Reliant Believers 135
- Indifferent Rejectors 143
- Friends-Driven Hesitants 151
- Socially Supported Believers 159
- Traditional Believers 167
- Knowledgable Hesitants 175
- Scared Rejectors 183

**Summary:**
- Who He Is
- Where to Engage Him
- What Topics to Engage Him With
Most men are stuck at this phase, associating VMMC with stress and embarrassment with not much benefit. For those who do progress, it is due to hygiene levels.

### Benefits / Motivations that Push Him Forward

- **Hygiene**

### Barriers Holding Him Back

- Anticipated pain of procedure
- Doesn’t feel at risk of STI in monogamous relationship
This group face weak belief in the benefits and how it helps them but lots of fear over the procedure and potential for things to go wrong.

**Benefits / Motivations that Push Him Forward**

Hygiene

**Barriers Holding Him Back**

Anticipated pain of procedure

Anticipated pain of healing

Anticipated loss of sex

Uncertainty around procedure steps and timelines

Uncertainty of surgical complications

Anticipated shame while healing

Anticipated shame at time of service

**33% OF SEGMENT IN THIS STAGE**

**Context**

- Zambia 130
- Prioritizing Segments 131
- Self-Reliant Believers 135
- Indifferent Rejectors 143
- Friends-Driven Hesitants 151
- Socially Supported Believers 159
- Traditional Believers 167
- Knowledgable Hesitants 175
- Scared Rejectors 183

**Who He Is**

- Where to Engage Him
- What Topics to Engage Him With

**SUMMARY** 191
This group are largely embarrassed by VMMC and will not advocate.

**Benefits / Motivations that Push Him Forward**

Hygiene

**Barriers Holding Him Back**

Anticipated shame when telling others

10% of Segment in This Stage

---

**Zambia**

- Prioritizing Segments
- Self-Reliant Believers
- Indifferent Rejectors
- Friends-Driven Hesitants
- Socially Supported Believers
- Traditional Believers
- Knowledgable Hesitants
- Scared Rejectors

Who He Is

Where to Engage Him

What Topics to Engage Him With

Summary
SUMMARY
### Segment Prioritization Attributes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>% Uncircumcised Population</th>
<th>Ease of Conversion</th>
<th>Commitment Level</th>
<th>Likelihood to Advocate</th>
<th>Sexual Behavior</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>SELF-RELIANT BELIEVERS</strong></td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>EASY</td>
<td>VERY HIGH</td>
<td>HIGH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INDIFFERENT-REJECTORS</strong></td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>VERY DIFFICULT</td>
<td>VERY LOW</td>
<td>VERY LOW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FRIENDS-DRIVEN HESITANTS</strong></td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>MODERATELY DIFFICULT</td>
<td>CONFLICTED</td>
<td>MEDIUM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SOCIALLY-SUPPORTED BELIEVERS</strong></td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>EASY</td>
<td>HIGH</td>
<td>HIGH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TRADITIONAL BELIEVERS</strong></td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>EASY</td>
<td>VERY HIGH</td>
<td>HIGH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>KNOWLEDGEABLE HESITANTS</strong></td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>MODERATELY DIFFICULT</td>
<td>LOW</td>
<td>HIGH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SCARED REJECTORS</strong></td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>DIFFICULT</td>
<td>VERY LOW</td>
<td>VERY LOW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Context**

- **Framework**: 59
- **Prioritizing Segments**: 131
- **Self-Reliant Believers**: 135
- **Indifferent Rejectors**: 143
- **Friends-Driven Hesitants**: 151
- **Socially Supported Believers**: 159
- **Traditional Believers**: 167
- **Knowledgeable Hesitants**: 175
- **Scared Rejectors**: 183
- **Summary**: 191

**Zambia**: 130
Knowledgeable hesitants

Represent a modest proportion of uncircumcised men and whilst their commitment to VMMC is currently low, they are likely to advocate to help programs gain momentum. Crucially, they engage in risky sexual behavior and VMMC could prove highly effective with this group.

Self Reliant believers

Early adopters and champions of VMMC. Whilst this group is largely circumcised already, their commitment levels and willingness to advocate means they should be engaged to help other groups. They also engage in risky sexual behavior.

Friends driven hesitants

A large proportion of uncircumcised men and whilst the proportion of this group who are circumcised is low, their commitment demonstrates cognitive dissonance with conflicted beliefs between motivating factors and barriers which can be managed.

Socially supported believers

A modest proportion of uncircumcised men but are highly committed and likely to advocate, offering ‘low hanging fruit’ to programmers.
Birghtest colors represent the most common barriers across all segments in Zambia.